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Name of App Platform Description
Angry Birds 2 IOS Use the slingshot to fling birds at the piggies' towers and bring them crashing down  to save the precious eggs. Choose which bird to fling when, play with 

friends, take on multi stage levels, and compete and collaborate with players around the globe.

Clips iOS Clips is a free app for making fun videos to share with friends and family. With a few taps you can create and send a video message or tell a quick story 
with artistic filters, animated text, music, emoji, and fun stickers featuring characters from Star Wars, Disney•Pixar and more.

Colorful - Calm Coloring Book IOS The only coloring book where you make relaxing music while you color. Plenty of FREE content to enjoy: free daily image and a free image in each 
category

Disney Crossy Road iOS DISNEY CROSSY ROAD is an arcade game that will remind older gamers of the classic Frogger and put Disney's library of characters into a totally new 
world

Disney Frozen Free Fall Game iOS Play 1,000+ exciting levels in Disney's amazing puzzle game, Frozen Free Fall! ... Join Anna, Elsa, Olaf and more of your favorite characters on a puzzle 
journey to slide and match-3 hundreds of icy puzzles

Disney Junior Appisodes iOS The Disney Junior Appisodes app allows preschoolers to experience the magic of watching, playing and interacting directly with their favorite Disney 
Junior TV shows in a whole new way! ... Mickey Mouse Clubhouse Appisodes featuring "Quest for the Cyrstal Mickey" & "Mickey and Donald Have a 
Farm" episodes.

Disney Team of Heroes iOS The Disney Team of Heroes app unlocks stories, games and other entertainment offerings on mobile devices that can be enjoyed at hospital, at home or 
from the comfort of a patient's room.

Emoji Me Animated Faces IOS Design animated emojis that look like you, your friends, and your favorite celebrities! - Every emoji is animated. - Choose from different expressions like 
happy, thumbs up, facepalm... - Add your own text to the emojis.

Finger Driver IOS Spin the steering wheel to drive your car. Keep it on the road, and go as far as you can!

Flappy Dunk IOS Tap to jump into as many hoops as possible. Collect skins and achieve crazy challenges.

Fruit Ninja IOS Game objective-Slice fruit, don't slice bombs. Play  minigames, or test your mastery of the game and win prizes in the daily Challenge event.

LEGO City game IOS The LEGO City game app is a gaming app in which players take on the role of heroes in their own cities. Players must take care of their city by putting out 
fires, saving minifigures, catching crooks, and more.

Lego DC Super Heroes Chase IOS Lego DC Super Heroes Chase is an action/racing game available for download on iOS and Android devices. Players step behind the Lego steering wheel as 
the heroes and villains of DC Comics, such as The Joker, Wonder Woman, Batman, and Superman.

LEGO Juniors IOS The LEGO® Juniors app is an engaging, creative building game for children ages 4-7, with lots of opportunities to practice creative problem-solving. With 
every new LEGO vehicle your child builds, they can cruise around LEGO landscapes as minifigure avatars like mechanics, princesses, pilots – and even 
LEGO Batman™. The goal is to turn the open landscapes into busy neighbourhoods by unlocking and building virtual houses and decorations.

LEGO Star Wars iOS  Begin your adventure in Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace and journey through all six episodes in the whimsical style and humor of LEGO. 
Complete puzzel and games based in the Star Wars lego world

Minion Rush IOS Discover and navigate different themed Rooms, each leading to unique, fun runner missions or game events. Complete each Room's missions to unlock 
prizes and uncover more fun Rooms to run through

MRRMRR- Face App Face Filter iOS These are video selfies, awesome animations, swap faces and masks! Change the way you look and send it to friends via Facebook messenger, WhatsApp, 
Instagram, Twitter and other messengers and social networks.

MSQRD iOS MSQRD viral app allows you put on celebrity masks and animated filters while shooting photos or recording videos and share results with your friends.

Pigeon Pop IOS Control the pigeon as it dances and pops it's way through the fruit. Avoid popping the bad things. You can also choose various birds such as parrots and 
peacocks

Pokemon GO IOS Explore and discover Pokémon wherever you are, D104 Catch more Pokémon to complete your Pokédex

Specdrums MIX iOS Specdrums are app-enabled musical rings that make the world your instrument by turning colors into sounds. Connect to the Specdrums MIX app and tap 
on anything – your clothes, drawings, or the included playing pad – to create and mix any sounds, beats, and loops that all play through your mobile 
device.

Specdrums EDU iOS Specdrums Edu is the official platform for customizing Specdrums rings--app-enabled rings that play music. All skill levels, from beginners to seasoned 
musicians, can create their own masterpieces with hundreds of instruments, drum kits, and other sounds.
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Sphero Play IOS Drive and play games from ONE app with your Sphero Mini, Sphero 2.0, SPRK, SPRK+, and BOLT. Connect and control your robots with several exciting 

drive modes, use your robot as a controller to play games, or try out Block Drive for an intro to programming with colorful blocks.

Subway Surfer IOS Help Jake, Tricky & Fresh escape from the grumpy Inspector and his dog.

Super Mario Run IOS  A new kind of Mario game that you can play with one hand. You control Mario by tapping as he constantly runs forward. You time your taps to pull off 
stylish jumps, midair spins, and wall jumps to gather coins and reach the goal

The Lego Ninjago Movie IOS Play with Jay, Zane, Nya, Cole and Kai to battle evil and save Ninjago Island. ... This LEGO® game offers 60+ fun levels in different environments where you 
can unlock different LEGO® Ninjago vehicles and play with your favorite ninja. Features. - Make your own ninja and master ninja skills: stealth and 
combat.

Wild animals in the forest, the jungle and the 
savannah

iOS An entertaining puzzle game for kids and toddlers with animals in the forest, jungle and savannah. Great for kids who wants to make puzzles and loves 
animals. The puzzle for kids is entertaining for both small and older children with appealing graphics and funny sounds. When the puzzle is completed 
your child will be rewarded with funny mini games. The jigsaw puzzle is made for kids in the age of 1 to 5 years.

ZyroSky 3D IOS Test your reflexes as your robot Zyro races through the sky, collecting stars and power-ups that give you special powers. 
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